We construct classical solutions in quiver gauge theories on D0-branes probing toric del Pezzo singularities in Calabi-Yau manifolds. Our solutions represent D4-branes wrapped around fuzzy del Pezzo surfaces. We study the fluctuation spectrum around the fuzzy CP 2 solution in detail. We also comment on possible applications of our fuzzy del Pezzo surfaces to the fuzzy version of F-theory, dubbed F(uzz) theory.
Introduction
It is well known that the worldvolume theory on D-branes becomes non-commutative when the non-zero B-field is threading the cycle on which the D-branes are wrapped [1] . Recently, it was argued that this type of non-commutative deformation of D-brane worldvolume theory may have interesting implication for the phenomenology of F-theory GUT models [2, 3, 4] . In [4] , the F-theory GUT model based on the 7-branes wrapped on a fuzzy 4-cycle in a Calabi-Yau manifold was dubbed "F(uzz) theory", and the fuzzy geometry was analyzed by quantizing the data of gauged linear sigma model. In the local approach of F-theory GUTs [5, 6] (see [7] for a review) where the gravity can in principle be decoupled by taking the 4-dimensional Planck mass M pl to infinity, which amounts to considering a non-compact Calabi-Yau manifold, the possible configurations of 7-brane are quite restricted. It turns out that the 7-brane should wrap on a del Pezzo surface inside the Calabi-Yau manifold. Therefore, it will be interesting to analyze the D-branes wrapped around fuzzy del Pezzo surfaces.
In this paper, we construct fuzzy del Pezzo surfaces directly as classical solutions of quiver gauge theories which appear as worldline theories of D0-branes probing the del Pezzo surfaces.
1 Our solutions represent a collection of D0-branes puffed up into D4-branes which wrap around a fuzzy del Pezzo surface. In our construction, some of the bi-fundamental fields, which correspond to arrows in the quiver diagram, represent the non-commutative coordinates of the del Pezzo surface. These non-commutative coordinates are realized as harmonic oscillators whose Fock space corresponds to a quantized version of the toric diagram of the del Pezzo surface. The k-th del Pezzo surface dP k , the blow-up of CP 2 at k generic points, is toric only up to k = 3, hence we will consider classical solutions describing D4-branes wrapped on fuzzy dP k with k = 0, 1, 2, 3. These solutions are constructed by taking the ranks of the gauge group at the nodes of the quiver different from each other, and this amounts to considering fractional branes [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] probing the del Pezzo singularity.
Our study is complimentary to the previous studies on the moduli space of quiver gauge theories realized on a single D-brane probing a toric singularity in a Calabi-Yau manifolds. In this case, the moduli space of the quiver gauge theory coincides with the 1 In our fuzzy del Pezzo surfaces, the non-commutativities are between holomorphic-and anti-holomorphic coordinates. Non-commutative Calabi-Yau manifolds with non-commutativities between holomorphic coordinates have been studied previously by some authors (see e.g. [8] ).
Calabi-Yau manifold itself [14, 15, 16] . On the other hand, our D4-brane solutions wrap on a (fuzzy) four-cycle in the Calabi-Yau manifold, and typically they do not have moduli corresponding to moving in the directions in the Calabi-Yau manifold.
2
Branes wrapped on fuzzy CP 2 have been studied in the context of IIB matrix model [17] or as a giant graviton [18] . Our construction of fuzzy CP 2 , or more generally fuzzy del Pezzo surfaces, is different from those studied in these references, in particular we start with a quiver gauge theory which does not contain Chern-Simons terms which could support the fuzzy 4-cycle via the Myers effect. Instead, our solutions use the bi-fundamental fields and can be regarded as a generalization of a similar construction of fuzzy spheres in [19, 20, 21] . Our construction also has a relation to the Beilinson's construction of stable vector bundles on CP 2 [22] . The Beilinson quiver is obtained by deleting some of the arrows in the McKay quiver. In our solutions, some of the bi-fundamental fields are set to zero, which corresponds to deleting the arrows in the McKay quiver.
If we naively generalize our construction of fuzzy D4-branes and try to construct D7-branes wrapped on a del Pezzo surface by starting from the worldvolume theory of D3-branes instead of D0-branes, we encounter the problem of gauge anomaly in the 4-dimensional theory on the D3-branes, since the ranks of the gauge group at different nodes are different. We will comment on how to circumvent this problem. After that, we will consider a possible application of our construction of D7-branes wrapped on a fuzzy del Pezzo surface to F(uzz) theory.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review the construction of D2-branes wrapped on fuzzy CP 1 as classical solutions of A 1 quiver gauge theories, as a warm-up for our study of D4-branes wrapped on fuzzy del Pezzo surfaces. In section 3 we construct classical solutions of quiver gauge theories on D0-branes probing C 3 /Z 3 orbifold.
Our solutions represent D4-branes wrapped on fuzzy CP 2 . In section 4 we study the KK spectrum on fuzzy CP 2 and show that the higher KK modes are truncated by the effect of non-commutativity on fuzzy CP 2 . In section 5, by generalizing the construction of fuzzy CP 2 we construct classical solutions corresponding to D4-branes wrapped on fuzzy dP k for k = 1, 2, 3. In section 6 we briefly mention possible applications of our fuzzy del Pezzo surfaces to F(uzz) theory, and we comment on the issue of gauge anomaly in the quiver gauge theories in 4 dimensions. Finally, we conclude with discussions in section 7. In addition, two appendices are included in this paper: Appendix A is a review of the computation of D-brane charges for the C 3 /Z 3 quiver theory. In appendix B we discuss intersections of curves on fuzzy CP 2 .
Review of D-Branes Wrapped on Fuzzy CP 1
In [19] , fractional D-branes wrapped on CP 1 in the A 1 ALE space were studied as classical solutions of the A 1 quiver gauge theory. It turned out that the resulting CP 1 was non-commutative, reflecting the matrix nature of the underlying gauge theory. A similar configuration of D5-brane wrapping fuzzy CP 1 also appears in the Klebanov-Witten theory [23, 21] , which describes the worldvolume theory of D3-branes on the conifold singularity [24] . In this section, we review the classical solution of A 1 quiver theory representing the D-branes wrapped on fuzzy CP 1 as a warm up for the study of D4-branes wrapping a fuzzy 4-cycle.
The gauge theory on the D-branes probing the C 2 /Z 2 orbifold singularity is summarized by the A 1 quiver diagram [14] . Namely, the gauge group is U (n 1 ) × U (n 2 ) associated to the two nodes of the A 1 quiver diagram and the arrows connecting the nodes represent the bi-fundamental chiral multiplets A i , B i (i = 1, 2) which transform under the gauge group as (n 1 , n 2 ) and (n 1 , n 2 ), respectively. The quiver gauge theory for the pure D0-branes on the C 2 /Z 2 orbifold corresponds to the gauge group of equal rank for the two nodes, while the fractional branes wrapping the 2-cycle CP 1 is described by the same quiver gauge theory with unequal rank n 1 = n 2 .
Let us consider the (classical) vacuum of this quiver gauge theory. The D-term con-
The F-term condition is solved by simply setting
To find a solution that represents a D2-brane wrapped on fuzzy CP 1 , it is convenient to introduce two independent oscillators a 1 , a 2 obeying the usual commutation relations
and we take the Chan-Paton vector spaces C n 1 , C n 2 as
N denotes the Fock space of two oscillators with the total occupation number fixed to N :
For our choice of Chan-Paton spaces (2.4), the ranks of two gauge groups n 1 , n 2 are given by
Then the bi-fundamental matter A i (i = 1, 2) can be viewed as a linear map from F
We can easily find a solution of (2.2) by identifying A i as the annihilation operator a i whose action is restricted to the space F
N+1 :
where c is a complex number. The relation between the constant c and the FI-parameters 9) we find that the coefficient c in the solution (2.8) and the FI-parameters are related by
One can check that the overall U (1) of the gauge group r U (n r ) is decoupled since
3 When the gauge group is SU (n 1 ) × SU (n 2 ) as in the Klebanov-Witten theory, |c| 2 is not a parameter but the VEV of baryonic current Tr( [23, 21] . 4 Throughout this paper we use the relation [a i , a † j ] = δ ij restricted to a finite dimensional space such as F (2) N . This relation holds exactly on the finite dimensional space if we read it as
. In other words, this relation has the form M i N j − N j M i = δ ij where M i , M i , N j , N j are finite dimensional matrices. Note that the usual argument for the impossibility of realizing the relation [a i , a † j ] = δ ij in a finite dimensional space by taking trace on both sides does not apply here since
To see this solution describes fuzzy CP 1 , let us introduce generators of su(2):
where σ a (a = 1, 2, 3) denote the 2 × 2 Pauli matrices. We can easily show that the above
, and the Casimir element is given in terms of the total number of oscillators N = a †
Fuzzy CP 1 is defined by the matrix algebra acting on the Fock space F
N , i.e. 14) where
N generates the algebra of CP To summarize, the solution in (2.8) represents a D2-brane wrapped on fuzzy CP 1 , which can also be viewed as a collection of D0-branes puffed up into the D2-brane. As emphasized in [4] , the Fock space F
N can be viewed as a set of "fuzzy points" on CP 1 N .
D-branes wrapped on fuzzy CP

2
In this section, generalizing the construction of fuzzy CP 1 in the previous section, we will construct classical solutions of the quiver gauge theory on the D0-branes probing a C 3 /Z 3 orbifold singularity, and show that our solutions represent D4-branes wrapped on fuzzy CP 2 .
Quiver Gauge Theory for
The worldline theory on the D0-branes probing C 3 /Z 3 singularity is summarized by the quiver diagram of three nodes with the gauge group U (n 1 ) × U (n 2 ) × U (n 3 ) (see Fig.   1a ) [10, 11] . Each pair of nodes are connected by three arrows, which correspond to the bifundamental chiral multiplets in 4-dimension dimensionally reduced to 1-dimension. We denote those chiral multiplets as A i , B i , C i (i = 1, 2, 3), and they transform under the gauge group as A i ∈ (n 1 , n 2 , 1)
The orbifold C 3 /Z 3 can be thought of as a degenerate limit of the non-compact Calabi-Yau space O P 2 (−3) where the base CP 2 collapsed to a point. Therefore, we expect that the fractional D4-branes wrapped on vanishing CP 2 can be described as a classical solution of this quiver gauge theory with an appropriate choice of n 1,2,3 . Let us study the classical vacuum of this quiver gauge theory. The F-term condition coming from the superpotential W = ε ijk Tr(A i B j C k ) reads
and the D-term condition is
3)
The last two equations in the F-term condition (3.2) are satisfied by setting C i = 0 for all i = 1, 2, 3. This can be represented by deleting the arrows connecting the nodes 1 and 3.
The resulting quiver diagram with no arrows between the nodes 1 and 3 is known as the Beilinson quiver (see Fig. 1b ), which was used to characterize the stable vector bundles on CP 2 [22] . After setting C i = 0, the F-term and D-term conditions for A i , B i become
In the next subsection, we will consider solutions of this set of equations.
Solutions from the Beilinson Quiver
We can consider various solutions of (3.4) by choosing n 1,2,3 appropriately. One interesting solution of (3.4) is found by taking
where F
N denotes the Fock space of three independent oscillators with total occupation number N :
The dimension of this space is dimF "Quantized" toric diagram of fuzzy CP 2 . CP 2 is described as S 1 × S 1 fiber over the base space represented by the triangle of the toric diagram. The black points represent the points of the "quantized" base space of fuzzy CP 2 . The total number of the points in the quantized base space is finite.
The dimension of F (3)
N is given by the total number of the black points in Fig.2 . As emphasized in [4] , fuzzy CP 2 (or more precisely the base space when one sees CP 2 as a torus fibered over the base space, as we will explain shortly) is made of finite number of points, which has many interesting consequences. Let us recall the description of commutative CP 2 to see the correspondence with its fuzzy counterpart. The homogeneous coordinates (z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ) on CP 2 are subject to the equivalence relations
with λ ∈ C * . We can take the representative coordinates (Φ 1 , Φ 2 , Φ 3 ) from the equivalent class which satisfy
for some fixed real number r. The generalization of (3.9) to fuzzy CP 2 with the noncommutative coordinates a i corresponding to Φ i (i = 1, 2, 3) would be
with fixed N , which appears in the definition (3.6). In the commutative case, we still have remaining equivalence relation through the phase:
with real number θ. The non-commutative coordinates on fuzzy CP 2 should be also identified through such equivalence relation. In our setting, this phase identification is provided by the U (1) subgroups of the gauge groups at the nodes, as we will explain shortly.
From (3.7), n 1,2,3 in (3.5) are given by
With this choice, A i 's and B i 's are interpreted as the linear maps between the Fock spaces:
One obvious solution of (3.4) is obtained by setting A i and B i to be equal to the annihilation operator a i up to complex number coefficients c, c:
. (3.14)
Then the F-term condition in (3.4) is automatically satisfied. The remaining D-term condition reads
Using the relation 16) we find that c, c and the FI-parameters are related as
One can check that the above ζ r satisfy 18) which means that the overall U (1) of the gauge group r U (n r ) is decoupled. On the other hand, if we parametrize the U (1) subgroup of U (n r ) gauge group at the node r by e iθ r (r = 1, 2, 3), we obtain following gauge equivalence relations:
Since the overall U (1) phase decouples, we have two independent U (1) phases left, which we can choose as θ 3 − θ 2 and θ 2 − θ 1 . (3.19) correspond to (3.11). More precisely, there are two coordinate system A i and B i , and each of them has one equivalence relation by the U (1) phase. Together with the restriction m 1 + m 2 + m 3 = N in (3.6), our construction of fuzzy CP 2 can be regarded as a non-commutative version of the geometric visualization of CP 2 from the toric diagram explained in [25] . To add some words for explanation, commutative CP 2 is described as S 1 × S 1 fibration over the base represented by the edges and the inside of the triangle of the toric diagram, where S 1 × S 1 fiber is given by the relative phases of Φ i . The fiber degenerates at the edges of the triangle. In our fuzzy
what is "quantized" is this base space, which is given by a finite set of points as above.
5
The expected dimension of the solution space of (3.4) is given by
This can be understood as follows [11] . The first and the second terms represent the number of chiral multiplets A i , B i , and the middle term in the parenthesis is the dimension of the gauge group [ r U (n r )]/U (1), and finally the last term in (3.20) is the number of F-term
For our choice of n 1,2,3 in (3.5), we find d = 0. Therefore, our solution corresponds to the "exceptional bundle" on CP 2 [11] .
Let us consider the D-brane charges carried by our solution. As reviewed in appendix A, the D-brane charge is related to the rank of gauge group n 1,2,3 by
From (3.5), we find that the D-brane charges carried by our solution are given by 22) and the BPS central charge is
where ω denotes the generator of H 2 (CP 2 ). From (3.21) we see that our solution represents a single D4-brane wrapped on CP 2 with N + 2 unit of magnetic flux threading its
Due to this magnetic flux, the worldvolume theory on the D4-brane becomes noncommutative [1] with the non-commutativity parameter
5 A construction of fuzzy toric geometries with a different procedure for quantizing the toric base has been investigated in [26] . 6 In Fig. 1 , we have reversed the direction of arrows compared to the diagram in [11] , in order that A i , B i correspond to the annihilation operator a i , not the creation operator a † i . Therefore, X i , Y i in [11] correspond to our A † i , B † i , respectively. We have also changed the overall sign of the central charge from [11] so that our solution represents a D4-brane instead of a D4-brane.
We can also construct a solution describing k D4-branes wrapping CP 2 by tensoring the Chan-Paton spaces in (3.5) with C k :
and generalizing the single D4-brane solution (3.14) as
In particular, by taking k = 5 we can construct a U (5) gauge theory living on D7-branes, which may have useful applications in the model building in F(uzz) theory.
Fuzzy CP
2
In this subsection, we will show that our solution (3.14) represents a BPS D4-brane wrapped on fuzzy CP 2 . One can repeat the analysis of fuzzy CP 1 in the previous section by introducing the su(3) generators
where T a 's are the generators of su(3) in the fundamental representation. The commuta-
By restricting the action of J a to the finite dimensional space F
N , this construction leads to the fuzzy CP 2 [27, 28] .
More generally, we can consider n independent oscillators [a i , a
(3.30)
denotes the totally symmetric tensor and N = i a † i a i is the total number of oscillators.
We can define the fuzzy CP 2 by
and the generators of fuzzy CP
The relations satisfied by these generators are found by setting n = 3 in (3.30):
Note that the value of J a J a in (3.32) is the quadratic Casimir of the representation
In the commutative language, our solution (3.14) corresponds to the line bundle
, whose global sections are the degree N + 2 polynomials. In the noncommutative setting, these sections correspond to the states in F
N+2 , which in turn is the largest space C n 3 in our quiver (3.5).
KK Spectrum on (Fuzzy) CP
2
In this section we study the KK spectrum on fuzzy CP 2 . We first review the spectrum of the scalar Laplacian on commutative CP 2 and non-commutative CP 2 . Next we study the fluctuation spectrum of the gauge fields around our classical solution, and we will find that this spectrum agrees with the known eigenvalues of the scalar Laplacian on CP 2 for the low-lying modes.
Spectrum of the Scalar Laplacian on Commutative CP 2
Let us first recall the spectrum of the scalar Laplacian on commutative CP 2 [29] . Since CP 2 is a symmetric space of the form
the Laplace equation ∆φ = λφ for the scalar Laplacian
can be solved by a group theoretical method. The Fubini-Study metric of CP 2 is (i = 1, 2) on the patch z 0 = 0, the Laplacian is written as
The eigenvalues of the scalar Laplacian are given by 5) and the multiplicity of the m-th eigenvalue is
This can be understood from the fact that the eigenspace associated with the m-th eigenvalue λ m transforms as the irreducible representation of SU (3) This eigenspace of the Laplacian is related to the space of homogeneous polynomials in the following way [30] . The space C[z i ] k of degree k polynomials in z 0 , z 1 , z 2 and its complex conjugate C[z i ] k transform under SU (3) as Sym k 3 and Sym k 3, respectively. Next we introduce the space of functions on CP
whose dimension is
From the decomposition of SU (3) representation 9) we find that the multiplicity of the m-th eigenvalue λ m is given by
Clearly, this agrees with (4.6).
Spectrum of the Scalar Laplacian on Fuzzy CP 2
As discussed in [31] , the spectrum of the Laplacian on fuzzy CP 2 N is truncated by the total occupation number N :
This is because the space of homogeneous functions P m in the commutative case is replaced by the space of operators acting on the Fock space of three independent oscillators F (3) N (3.6). For instance, the monomial
corresponds to the operator acting on F
Here we have used the usual normal ordering prescription to go from the commutative expression (4.12) to the operator (4.13). The upper bound for the harmonics m ≤ N comes from the fact that the operator in (4.13) annihilates all states in F
N if m exceeds N . We can also check that the total number of eigen-modes agrees with the dimension of the algebra CP
As discussed in [4] , the truncation of the KK spectrum in the F(uzz) theory may have interesting consequences in the low energy physics.
KK Reduction of the Gauge Fields
The fluctuation of gauge fields around the fuzzy CP 1 solution in the A 1 quiver theory was studied in [19, 21] . Here we repeat similar analysis for fuzzy CP 2 . The KK mass spectrum of the gauge fields is obtained from the kinetic terms of A i and B i : (4.15) where W 1,2,3 t denotes the 1-dimensional gauge field at the nodes 1, 2, and 3. From our interpretation of the solution as a D4-brane, we expect to obtain a single KK tower for a single gauge field living on the worldvolume of the single D4-brane, given by the eigenvalues of the scalar Laplacian on fuzzy CP 2 (4.5). We will see below that this is indeed true for the low-lying excitations in the large N limit.
Expanding (4.15) around the classical solution (3.14), the mass term for the gauge field becomes
As discussed in [19, 21] , since the eigenvalue is common for all scalar harmonics belonging to the same representation [m, m] of SU (3), it is sufficient to consider one particular mode
We expand the gauge fields as The diagonal terms of the mass matrix in (4.16) are found by using (3.16). In order to evaluate the mixing terms in (4.16), we first notice the relation 19) where N = 3 i=1 a † i a i is the total number operator. From this relation, we obtain Furthermore, by noticing that
we find the identity
Similarly, the mixing term of W 2 t and W
Finally, we find that the mass matrix of W The KK spectrum is obtained by diagonalizing this matrix. The characteristic equation det(λ − M) = 0 for the mass matrix reads 
Mass Matrix for the Field C i
From the superpotential W = ε ijk Tr(A i B j C k ), we obtain the potential for the field C i as follows:
Expanding around the fuzzy CP 2 solution (3.14) up to the quadratic order 7 , we obtain the mass term for the field C i :
In the first line of (4.29), we can rewrite as
Similarly, in the second line of (4.29),
We may write the mass term (4.29) in the following form:
where we have introduced a shorthand notation
and
In (4.32), | n 1 , | n 4 ∈ F N+2 and | n 2 , | n 3 ∈ F N . Using (4.30) and (4.31), the mass matrix M is obtained as
where 37) are projections. Dimensions of these projections are given by
(here we assume N ≥ 2), and
We can explicitly construct the basis of the projected space for each projection. For the projection P A , they are given by
where
matrix, so there are dim F N−1 × dim F N+2 independent such matrices, in agreement with (4.38). 8 For the projection P B , those are given by When c = 0 (or c = 0, respectively below), the mass is |c| 2 (N + 2) (| c| 2 (N + 3)) for the components of C i projected by 1 − P A (1 − P B ), and zero for those projected by P A (P B ). However, since two projections P A and P B do not commute with each other i.e.
[P A , P B ] = 0, they cannot be simultaneously diagonalizable. Therefore, diagonalization of the mass matrix is a rather non-trivial problem when c c = 0. We leave this problem to the future.
Fuzzy del Pezzo Surfaces from Quiver Gauge Theories
In this section we will construct classical solutions of the quiver gauge theories on the D0-branes probing del Pezzo singularities. Our solutions describe D4-branes wrapped on fuzzy dP k for k = 1, 2, 3. Let us first construct a classical solution of quiver gauge theory for the D0-branes probing the dP 1 singularity. The quiver diagram of this theory is depicted in Fig. 3a . The superpotential of this quiver gauge theory is given by [32, 33, 34, 35 ]
We consider a classical solution with C i = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3). This corresponds to deleting the arrows between the node 0 and the node 3 (see Fig. 3b 9 ). After deleting those arrows, the remaining non-zero fields are A i , B i (i = 1, 2, 3, ) and E. When C i = 0 the F-term condition for the other non-zero fields reads
2)
The D-term condition is 
where a i 's are four independent oscillators and c, c are complex numbers. In order to satisfy the D-term condition (5.3), we take the Chan-Paton spaces as
where V r (r = 0, 1, 2, 3) represents the Chan-Paton space at the node r and the space F N,M is defined by
Then the FI parameter is quantized as
The dimension of the space F N,M can be counted from the quantized toric diagram of the fuzzy dP 1 (Fig. 4) . It is given by the total number of the black points: which means that the overall U (1) subgroup of the gauge group is decoupled. Let us represent the U (1) subgroup of the U (n r ) gauge group at the node r by e iθ r (r = 0, 1, 2, 3).
Since the overall U (1) phase decouples, we have three U (1) phases left. We have gauge equivalence relations
thus we can choose θ 1 − θ 0 , θ 3 − θ 2 , θ 2 − θ 1 as three independent U (1) phases. We observe that (5.10) corresponds to eq.(33) of [25] , while (5.6) corresponds to eq.(32) of [25] . On the other hand, m 1 + m 2 + m 3 = N and m 3 + m 4 = M in (5.6) corresponds to eq. (32) of [25] . Thus, our classical solution (5.4) can be regarded as a fuzzy version of the dP 1 surface. Let us have a closer look on our fuzzy dP 1 . Recall that the toric diagram of CP 2 ( Fig. 2) . Since blowing up at a point on CP 2 corresponds to replacing a vertex of the triangle by a line segment, the blowing-up procedure in the fuzzy setup can be realized by removing some of the states in the Fock space F
N . This is indeed the case for our space F N,M = F N,M (dP 1 ). If we suppress the dependence on the fourth oscillator, the condition m 3 + m 4 = M implies the upper bound on m 3 :
Hence the states with m 3 > M are removed from F
N as indicated by by the white points in Fig. 4 . The vertex at |0, 0, N is replaced by fuzzy CP 12) which corresponds to the exceptional curve appeared in the blow-up of CP 2 at a point.
As discussed in [4] , by sandwiching between the projection operator
we can compute various quantities such as Yukawa couplings on fuzzy dP 1 from the knowledge of the parent fuzzy CP 2 . We can construct a classical solution of the dP 2 quiver gauge theory in a similar manner as in the dP 1 case in the previous subsection. The quiver diagram for the dP 2 singularity is depicted in Fig. 5a . The superpotential is given by [32, 33, 34, 35] 
Fuzzy dP
Contrary to the case of dP 1 , if we set only the fields C i 's to zero it is not easy to satisfy the F-term condition coming from the superpotential (5.14) with simultaneously satisfying the D-term condition. Therefore, we set B i = C i = 0 to find a classical solution for fuzzy dP 2 , which corresponds to the diagram in Fig. 5b . Then the F-term condition is automatically satisfied. The D-term condition for the remaining non-zero fields A 1,2,3 , E 1,2 reads
This set of equations is solved by
where a i (i = 1, ..., 5) are five independent oscillators and the coefficient c is a complex number. We choose the Chan-Paton spaces as 17) where F N,M 1 ,M 2 is defined as
The dimension of the space F N,M 1 ,M 2 can be calculated from Fig. 6 and is given by The FI parameters are quantized as follows 21) which means that the overall U (1) of the gauge group is decoupled. Let us represent the U (1) subgroup at the node r by e iθ r (r = 0, 1, 2, 4). Since the overall U (1) phase decouples,
we have three U (1) phases left. We have gauge equivalent relations 
The upper bounds on m 3 , m 1 mean that the vertices at |0, 0, N and |N, 0, 0 are replaced by line segments representing two fuzzy CP 1 's, which appeared as exceptional cycles in the blowing up of CP 2 at two points.
As depicted in Fig. 7 , there is another quiver gauge theory for the dP 2 singularity related to the quiver in Fig. 5 by Seiberg duality (or toric duality) [32, 42, 33, 43] . For this quiver gauge theory, we can also construct a classical solution describing a D4-brane wrapped on fuzzy dP 2 by deleting some of the arrows in Fig 7a. As in the case of Fig.   5 , the F-term condition is automatically satisfied for the configuration in Fig. 7b . The D-term condition reads
The solution to these equations is again given by five independent oscillators in (5.16), and we choose the Chan-Paton spaces as
Then the FI-parameters are quantized as follows
Again, one can show that
The analysis of the U (1) phases is similar to the previous examples and we will not repeat it here. 
Fuzzy dP 3
In a manner similar to the previous cases, we can construct a classical solution describing a D4-brane wrapped around fuzzy dP 3 . Let us consider the quiver diagram for the dP 3 singularity depicted in Fig. 8a , which is called model IV in [33, 44, 34] . A classical solution is obtained by deleting all arrows connected to the node 6 (see Fig. 8b ). We take the remaining non-zero fields as the six independent oscillators
For this configuration the F-term condition is satisfied automatically, and the D-term condition reads
This is satisfied by taking the Chan-Paton spaces as 30) where 1, 2, 3) .
The dimension of the space F N,M 1 ,M 2 ,M 3 can be calculated from Fig. 9 and is given by The FI-parameters are quantized as
One can show that 34) which means that the overall U (1) of the gauge group is decoupled. Let us represent the U (1) subgroup of U (n r ) gauge group at the node r by e iθ r (r = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). Since the overall U (1) phase decouples, we have four U (1) phases left. We have gauge equivalent
As before, these equivalence relations through the phases (5.35) together with (5.31) provides the toric description of dP 3 . By forgetting the dependence of m 4,5,6 , we have
We observe that the three vertices at |0, 0, N , |0, N, 0 , |N, 0, 0 are replaced by line segments representing three fuzzy CP 1 's, which appeared as exceptional curves in the blowing up of CP 2 at three points.
Some comments on our solution for the dP 2 and dP 3 cases are in order. In the case of dP 0 and dP 1 , the gauge group is Higgsed completely around the classical solution if we set the parameters c and c both non-zero. On the other hand, for the dP 2 and dP 3 cases our classical solutions have only one parameter c, and one of the gauge group remains unbroken around the classical solutions since the corresponding node is not connected to the other nodes in the quiver diagram for our solution. Our solutions for dP 2 and dP 3 are probably a class of simple solutions among more general solutions for the F-term condition, similar to c = 0 (orc = 0) solutions for CP 2 and dP 1 . Our interpretation of our solutions for the dP 2 and dP 3 case is that they consist of two separated parts. One part represents a D4-brane wrapped around the fuzzy del Pezzo surface, and the other part associated with the node of the unbroken gauge group represents a collection of D0-branes not bound to the D4-brane.
Our construction of fuzzy solutions using oscillators, which is convenient for solving the D-term condition, works if the F-term equations are homogeneous, i.e., they have the same number of chiral fields on both sides of equation as in eq. for the dP 1 case. However, since the superpotentials for the dP 2 and dP 3 quiver theories contain terms of varying degrees, such as cubic, quartic or quintic superpotential terms etc., many F-term equations become inhomogeneous and hence it is not straightforward to solve the F-term condition simultaneously with the D-term condition by our oscillator method. Therefore, in the above construction of fuzzy dP 2 and dP 3 we have deleted many arrows to make the F-term equations trivial (namely, the F-term equations are vacuous 0 = 0 for Fig. 7b and Fig. 8b ). We have not yet found a systematic method to delete arrows in the dP 2 and dP 3 quiver in such a way that the F-term equations are non-vacuous and at the same time D-term condition is satisfied. It will be nice to construct the most general fuzzy dP 2 and dP 3 solutions which will presumably be obtained by deleting arrows according to the Beilinson quiver for dP 2 and dP 3 (which is sometimes called Bondal quiver [37, 45] ). We will speculate more about the possible systematic construction of the solutions in the discussion section.
Toward Application to F(uzz) Theory
So far we have considered classical solutions of the guiver gauge theories on D0-branes describing D4-branes wrapped around fuzzy del Pezzo surfaces. In the context of local F-theory GUT model building, it is known that D7-branes should wrap around a del
Pezzo surface in order to be able to take the gravity decoupling limit [6] . Therefore, it is tempting to generalize our solutions to D7-branes wrapped on fuzzy del Pezzo surfaces by starting from D3-branes at del Pezzo singularities instead of starting from D0-branes.
However, there is a problem of gauge anomaly in the worldvolume theory of D3-branes if we naively generalize our construction of fuzzy del Pezzo surfaces to a solution of the 4-dimensional quiver gauge theory on the fractional D3-branes. In the next subsection we will comment on possible ways to cancel the anomaly. If we put this issue of anomaly aside, our construction of D7-branes wrapped on a fuzzy del Pezzo surface might have an interesting applications in the fuzzy version of the F-theory GUTs [4] .
Note on Anomaly Cancellation
Since the quiver gauge theory in 4-dimensions is a chiral gauge theory, it has a potential non-Abelian gauge anomaly. For the quiver gauge theory with gauge group i U (n i ) and the adjacency matrix a ij (viz. a ij is the number of chiral multiplets in the representation (n i , n j )), the condition for the absence of gauge anomaly at the i-th node is
If we consider the C 3 /Z 3 quiver gauge theory with our choice of n i (3.12) as a 4-dimensional gauge theory, this anomaly cancellation condition is not satisfied and hence the gauge symmetry on the fractional D3-brane is anomalous.
At the field theory level, we can cancel this anomaly by adding extra chiral matter fields as "spectator". For instance, in the case of C 3 /Z 3 quiver gauge theory in Fig. 1a , the theory becomes anomaly free if we choose the number of arrows on each edge to be equal to the rank of gauge group at the node facing that edge. This cancellation of anomaly by adding spectator fields and changing the number of arrows works also for the quiver gauge theories associated with higher del Pezzo surfaces.
In string theory, we cannot arbitrarily add chiral matter fields as above. However, we can add flavor D7-branes which wrap a non-compact cycle in the Calabi-Yau manifold [47, 48] to cancel the anomaly. For the case of C 3 /Z 3 quiver gauge theory, adding flavor D7-branes gives rise to three extra nodes representing flavor symmetry groups, and those flavor nodes are connected to the three nodes of color gauge groups. One can easily check that for the given gauge group U (n 1 ) × U (n 2 ) × U (n 3 ) the anomaly is canceled by choosing the rank of the flavor groups appropriately.
The added spectator fields do not play any role in our construction of classical solution since we can simply set those fields to zero in the classical solution. Therefore, we do not have to change the form of our solution even after adding spectator fields to make the quiver gauge theory anomaly free as a 4-dimensional gauge theory.
Discussions
In this paper, we initiated the study of the classical solutions in quiver gauge theories which represent D-branes wrapped on fuzzy del Pezzo surfaces. There will be many interesting directions for further investigations.
For the fuzzy CP 2 solutions, we have seen that our construction is closely related to the Beilinson's construction of stable vector bundles on CP 2 , and it should be possible to make similar analysis for the fuzzy dP 1 solutions. On the other hand, in the construction of the fuzzy dP 2,3 solutions, we had quiver diagrams which differ from the Beilinson quivers.
In particular, there was one node which was not included in the diagrams. This is probably because we have picked up a particular simple class of solutions for the F-term condition in these cases. It is known that brane tilings [49, 34] 11 provides an efficient way to solve the F-term condition, and we may be able to find more general solutions with this technique.
In particular, our construction is based on the toric diagrams, and therefore it would be applicable once the F-term condition is rewritten in a form of D-term condition for a gauged linear sigma model describing a toric variety, as has been done using brane tilings.
It will also be interesting to investigate whether our solutions with an inclusion of flavor D7-branes to cancel anomaly have a nice description in the language of brane tilings.
In our construction the fuzzy del Pezzo surfaces are described by finite size matrices, whose consequences were emphasized in [4] . If we view these toric del Pezzo surfaces as a fibration of torus over a base space, the base space is made of finite number of points.
We have seen that the blow-up at a point in the fuzzy toric del Pezzo surfaces amounts to removing some of the points in the toric diagram. A similar structure has appeared in the quantum foam description of toric Calabi-Yau manifolds [52] . One should note that the physical set up there and in this paper are quite different: The quantum foam describes the fuzziness of the target space-time, whereas the discussions in this paper was about the fuzziness on the worldvolume of D-branes. Keeping this in mind, we may also pursue the similarity in the mathematical structures in both cases. The mathematical results in the study of quantum foam may have interesting physical interpretation in the current setting.
While our construction was based on the toric description, it will be nice to have a generalization of our construction to include non-toric del Pezzo surfaces.
One of our initial motivations for this work was to use D7-branes wrapped on fuzzy del
Pezzo surfaces in the phenomenological model buildings, following the idea of [4] . We have presented our preliminary study in this direction in section 6. If we set aside the problem of gauge anomaly, our construction can be easily generalized to the D3-branes puffed up into D7-branes whose internal 4-dimensional part of the worldvolume wraps around a fuzzy del Pezzo surface. We hope that our construction has useful applications in the fuzzy version of F-theory GUT, or F(uzz) theory. In our approach to F(uzz) theory, we start with a 4-dimensional quiver gauge theory. The fuzzy extra dimensions arise from the VEV of the scalar fields in the four dimensional theory. We found that the KK spectrum is similar to that coming from the usual extra dimensions, but there is a UV cut-off for the KK modes set by the non-commutativity. This opens up a possibility of studying F(uzz) theory and GUT phenomenology entirely within a four dimensional theory without introducing extra dimensions from the beginning. Our scheme can be summarized as
In this paper, we introduced the curves as data external to the quiver gauge theory, but it may be interesting to realize these curves as non-commutative solitons [53] of the theory.
Although the construction in this paper was within the framework of type IIB string theory, we hope that the essential part of our construction also goes through in F-theory. It would be nice to construct more realistic models for the F-theory GUT phenomenology using our construction of fuzzy del Pezzo surfaces. D-branes wrapped on fuzzy del Pezzo surfaces may also have applications in the construction of supersymmetric standard models from D3-branes on del Pezzo surfaces [54, 35] . which satisfies M 3 = 1. Applying this matrix to (1, t, t d ), we find
By identifying the periods in the fractional brane basis
the central charge becomes
This gives the relation between n i and the D-brane charge (3.21).
This relation also follows from the Beilinson quiver for CP 2 . The Beilinson quiver is associated with the sequence
and the central charge Z corresponding to this configuration is
(A.6)
Here we have used However, the intersection of those curves is different from (B.3) in the fuzzy setup as we will see below.
On fuzzy CP 2 , these matter curves correspond to subspaces of the Fock space F [4] . This is different from the situation in the P 1 × P 1 example considered in [4] .
If we naively generalize the computation of Yukawa couplings on P 1 × P 1 studied in [4] to our fuzzy CP 2 case, we seem to get non-trivial Yukawa texture with a hierarchical factor like (β/ 1 + |β| 2 ) m coming from the overlap of CP (B.9 ). However, in the above the curves representing the intersections with other D7-branes were introduced as external inputs to the quiver gauge theory, and it remains to be checked whether those curves correctly describe the intersections with other D7-branes. Accordingly, there are some subtle points in applying the naive generalization of the prescription given in [4] to our case. 12 It might be the case that our non-holomorphic non-commutativity does not alter the result of the holomorphic calculation of the Yukawa couplings in [2] , in particular, the rank one theorem in the commutative case. We would like to clarify this point in the near future and see if the above interpolating property of CP 1 b has interesting physical consequences in the texture of the Yukawa couplings. 12 We would like to thank the referee of JHEP for pointing out some issues.
